Abstract The dynamic fragmentation of jointed rock blocks during rockslide avalanches has been investigated by discrete element method simulations for a multiple arrangement of a rock block sliding over a simple slope geometry. The rock blocks are released along an inclined sliding plane and subsequently collide onto a flat horizontal plane at a sharp kink point. The contact force chains generated by the impact appear initially at the bottom frontal corner of the rock block and then propagate radially upward to the top rear part of the block. The jointed rock blocks exhibit evident contact force concentration and discontinuity of force wave propagation near the joint, associating with high energy dissipation of granular dynamics. The corresponding force wave propagation velocity can be less than 200 m/s, which is much smaller than that of an intact rock (1,316 m/s). The concentration of contact forces at the bottom leads to high rock fragmentation intensity and momentum boosts, facilitating the spreading of many fine fragments to the distal ends. However, the upper rock block exhibits very low rock fragmentation intensity but high energy dissipation due to intensive friction and damping, resulting in the deposition of large fragments near the slope toe. The size and shape of large fragments are closely related to the orientation and distribution of the block joints. The cumulative fragment size distribution can be well fitted by the Weibull's distribution function, with very gentle and steep curvatures at the fine and coarse size ranges, respectively. The numerical results of fragment size distribution can match well some experimental and field observations.
Introduction
Rock mass with preexisting fractures and joints can be fragmented readily at impact upon the slope/ground surface during rock avalanches (Turcotte, 1986) . The generated rock fragments of various sizes can be scattered on the ground surface affecting a large area. These events are very dangerous as characterized by almost instantaneous collapse, followed by a spreading stage of dynamic rock mass disintegration (Crosta et al., 2007; De Blasio & Crosta, 2015; Erismann & Abele, 2001; Heim, 1882; Legros, 2002; Scheidegger, 1973) . They can pose significant hazards to human lives, structures and infrastructures, and lifeline facilities worldwide due to their enormous energy release and high mobility, threatening populated areas located even far away from the slope source region (Crosta et al., 2005; Hermanns et al., 2013; Stoopes & Sheridan, 1992; Whitehouse & Griffiths, 1983; Zhou et al., 2013) .
Rock avalanches are always associated with dynamic rock fragmentation (Davies & McSaveney, 1999; De Blasio & Crosta, 2015; Locat et al., 2006) , together with high spreading velocities, long runouts, and energy release, affecting the overall mobility and destructive power of rock avalanches (Agliardi & Crosta, 2003; Perinotto et al., 2015; Ruiz-Carulla et al., 2017) . The related research has been performed by means of field observations in real rock avalanche deposits (Crosta et al., 2007; Dunning, 2006; Locat et al., 2006; Strom, 2006) and physical and numerical modeling (Bowman et al., 2012; Giacomini et al., 2009; Haug et al., 2016; Imre et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2017) . During the dynamic fragmentation, cracks propagate within the rock mass under compressive or tensile loading, together with the transmission and reflection of stress waves at impact (Crosta et al., 2007; Thornton et al., 1996) . According to Xu (2005) , the fracturing probability of a solid particle, such as ice, rock, and concrete, is controlled by its size, with large particles being most susceptible to breakage, producing fine grains. This fragmentation pattern is related to the tensile strength, as large particles with high coordination numbers (i.e., the number of contacts per particle) generally have low strength (Jaeger, 1967; Palmer & Sanderson, 1991) . For rock blocks exhibiting preexisting joints, fragmentation is ruled by the joint characteristics of the rock mass (e.g., spacing, orientation, persistence, and aperture). At impact, the rock mass can either disaggregate along the preexisting discontinuities or break along freshly formed faces, as controlled by the initial joint sets, impact energy, ground stiffness, and rock strength (Ruiz-Carulla et al., 2017) . The existence of joints within the rock mass interrupts the transmission of stress waves, with a large amount of energy being dissipated at the discontinuities. In addition, the high loading strain rate at impact can also affect the fragmentation pattern (e.g., fracturing stress, size and number of fragments) and mechanisms of energy dissipation (Grady, 1981; Grady & Kipp, 1985) .
Rock avalanche deposits usually consist of coarse or poorly sorted and layered crushed rocks with a prevalence of matrix material (Crosta et al., 2007) . Thus, the representative rock block size distribution measured at the source and deposit areas reflect the fragmentation process and the corresponding energy consumption (Crosta et al., 2007; Dunning, 2006; Locat et al., 2006) . As stated by Sammis and Ben-Zion (2008) , the rock fragment size is determined by a competition between crack nucleation and stress relaxation processes occurring during impact. By analyzing the fragment size distribution of rockfall deposits, Ruiz-Carulla et al. (2017) characterized the volume of fragment by a three-parameter rockfall fractal fragmentation model. In their study, the discontinuity pattern of the detached rock mass is simulated by a discrete fracture network. In addition, the proportion of rock blocks still unbroken after the impact is expressed as a survival rate. The resultant distribution of rock fragments is well fitted by a power law function. From the fragment size analyses of the 1987 Val Pola rock avalanche, Crosta et al. (2007) concluded that a Weibull distribution can fit only a small part of the distribution, whereas a fractal distribution can fit a wider range of fragment sizes. They also concluded that multiple fragmentation processes took place during the rock avalanche motion, in which 1-30% of the initial potential energy was consumed. For rock fragmented by various processes (e.g., weathering, explosions, and impacts), the frequency-mass distribution of fragments fits well the fractal condition, indicating that fragmentation mechanisms are scale invariant (Turcotte, 1986) .
Notwithstanding these advancements, a thorough understanding of the physical processes responsible for rock avalanche motion and dynamic fragmentation is still needed. In recent studies, Bowman et al. (2012) , Bowman and Take (2015) , and Haug et al. (2016) investigated the fragmentation of a small brittle block, sliding along an inclined plane, against a slope break. These studies have been considered as reasonable initial proxies to study rock fragmentation and propagation (De Blasio & Crosta, 2015) . The current study considers this setting for numerical simulations by the discrete element method (DEM) (Cundall & Strack, 1979) . The DEM has been widely employed as a tool for numerical modelling of rock avalanches and solid breakages (Boon et al., 2014 (Boon et al., , 2015b Calvetti et al., 2000; Fu et al., 2017; Shen et al., 2017; Taboada & Estrada, 2009; Timár et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 2014 Zhao et al., , 2016 Zhao et al., , 2017 . As stated by Alassi and Holt (2012) , the method is capable of modeling complex dynamic responses of rock mass, such as crack initiation and propagation. The primary aim of this study is to investigate the fragmentation characteristics of jointed rock blocks subject to a single impact, and the subsequent debris spreading. The paper is organized as follows: section 2 illustrates the DEM model configuration of rock avalanche. Then, in section 3, the obtained numerical results are presented. Section 4 discusses some issues of rock fragmentation, such as momentum boost effect of fragment spreading, internal rock damage, fragment runout, and model size effect. Finally, conclusions on the capability of DEM in modelling dynamic fragmentation of jointed rock blocks are provided in section 5.
DEM Model Configurations of Rock Avalanche Simulation
The current study uses the open source DEM code ESyS-Particle (Weatherley et al., 2011) to run all simulations presented herein. The basic numerical algorithms of the bond model and of the linear elastic spring-dashpot contact model have been presented and calibrated in Zhao et al. (2017) on the basis of available experimental results of unconfined uniaxial compression and Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar tests on coal rocks (Liu et al., 2015) . The calibrated coal rock sample exhibits a bulk Young's modulus (E b ) of 1.67 GPa and uniaxial compression strength of 9.8 MPa. In the numerical model, the 3-D formulation of the bond breakage constitutive law proposed by Wang and Alonso-Marroquin (2009) has been employed in the simulations to determine whether rock damage occurs:
where F bn and F bs are the normal and shear bonding forces; M b and M t are the bending and twisting torques, respectively; F bnMax , F bsMax , M bMax , and M tMax are the threshold values of normal, shear, bending, and twisting strengths of the inter-particle bond, respectively. In addition, the viscous damping force (proportional to the relative velocity of particles in contact) has been adopted in the linear elastic spring-dashpot contact model. This parameter is employed to account for the energy dissipation and plastic deformations of the contacting particles occurring in the vicinity of the contact points.
These numerical models will be used in the current analyses, and the input DEM parameters are set the same as those listed in Zhao et al. (2017) (see also Table 1 ). In this study, the numerical simulations will be compared with the experimental work by Bowman et al. (2012) , in which the coal rock was used as an analogue to typical rocks involved in rock avalanches due to its brittle and deliberately weak structure. A schematic view of the geometrical conditions of the rock avalanche model with a steep inclined sliding plane and a flat horizontal plane connected by a sharp break is shown in Figure 1 . The sliding plane has a confined boundary condition, with its width being slightly larger than the granular block. The sliding slope channel has an inclination angle of 70°and height (H) of 425 mm. The slope channel is set frictionless, while the horizontal floor is made of a layer of fixed particles of uniform size 4.5 mm diameter to mimic a rough and bumpy ground (Jing et al., 2016; Utili et al., 2015) . During the tests, the rock block is initially placed at the top of the slope and then released suddenly to slide downward under gravity. The magnitude of gravitational acceleration is set as 1,962 m/s 2 (200 g) to mimic centrifuge loading conditions, so that the stress and strain states of a small-scale model can approximately match those of real rock avalanches. It should be noted that the augmented gravity Note. DEM = discrete element method. Figure 1 . Geometry of the physical model adopted to investigate rock fragmentation in rock avalanches (θ is the slope angle. H is the initial block height. L is the runout distance measured as the boundary between 95% and 5% of the deposit mass). The inset plot shows the simulated geometries of the sliding rock block models. The series T1-T6 are intact and regular jointed rock blocks according to Bowman et al. (2012) . TJ1-TJ6 are rock blocks with randomly distributed inclined joints, similar to those employed in Boon et al. (2015a) .
is larger than that used in Bowman et al. (2012) (maximum 50 g). This model configuration enables the generation of higher potential energy for modelling large rockslide and avalanche scenarios.
Here, the rock block is simulated as an assembly of 78,327 densely packed particles bonded together by breakable parallel bonds (Potyondy & Cundall, 2004) of assigned strength (see Table 1 ). The chosen granular packing porosity (n) is 0.41, and the total number of bonds for the intact rock block is 249,181. The jointed rock blocks with various internal subdivisions (joints) are illustrated in Figure 1 as inset plots, according to the experimental work in Bowman et al. (2012) and numerical analyses in Boon et al. (2015a) . A more detailed description of the jointed rock configurations is given in Table 2 . Although the simple regular joint geometries (e.g., series T1-T6 in Figure 1 ) can mimic the experimental configurations in Bowman et al. (2012) , when applying such works to field studies, the question arises as to what extent the simplified models are representative of field conditions. In fact, the persistence, pattern and orientation of joints in real natural rock slopes are far more complicated than the regular geometries here adopted. Real natural jointed rock masses are usually sliced by more than two joint sets, making the failure patterns very complicated. Therefore, jointed rock masses consisting of three randomly selected and independent sets of joints were also investigated in this study (e.g., TJ1-TJ6 in Figure 1 and Table 2 ). These model configurations are employed to investigate the influence of rock discontinuity on the runout and fragmentation behavior of rock avalanches. The joints in a zone are here defined by debonding particles along the joint plane with a 3 mm thickness (≈the mean particle diameter). As a result, a certain amount of debonded particles will be dispersed in the joint gaps, representing the gouge material in a real jointed rock mass. These dispersed particles interact with each other via 
Results
In the following analyses, nondimensional parameters will be employed in order to generalize the obtained numerical results to rock avalanches of different geometries.
Force Wave Propagation and Internal Rock Damage
In the current analyses, the force/bond chains of a granular assembly are defined as those presented in Zhao et al. (2017) , with straight lines linking the particle centers representing the contact forces between the paired particles. The thickness of these lines is proportional to the force magnitude. According to De Blasio (2011), the evolution of force chains during a dynamic impact process can lead to the increase of impacting stresses and consequently increase the intensity of rock fragmentation. In Figure 2 , it can be observed that at impact, the large contact forces and the corresponding internal damages arise immediately from the bottom frontal corner of the block (see Figures 2a and 2b ). As the rock block collides onto and is sheared off along the bottom floor, the contact forces propagate radially upward very quickly to the block surface and upper rear region (see Figures 2a1-2a10) as a series of waves. However, very small impact-induced contact forces reach the upper rear region, without altering the integrity of the rock there (see Figure 2b10 ). Since the force chains carry most of the applied fracturing stresses (Makse et al., 2000) , the localization of force chains at the bottom also increases the rock fragmentation intensity there. This conclusion is confirmed by observing the gradual enlargement of the areas of internal rock damage at the block bottom side (see Figures 2b1-2b10 ). The numerical simulation shows a pattern of fragmentation concentration near the impacting zone similar to the 2-D discrete element modelling of the fragmentation of a single circular particle reported in Potapov and Campbell (1994) . Detailed descriptions of the evolution of internal rock damage within the rock block are provided in the supporting information.
The characteristics of force wave propagation (plotted as a sequence of wave front curves at fixed time steps) for the intact and jointed rock blocks (e.g., T1, T6, and TJ1 as in Figure 1 ) are illustrated in Figure 3 . For the intact rock block (T1), the force wave propagates radially as a sequence of equally spaced arcs, indicating that the initial rock mass is homogeneous and isotropic. In this case, the speed of stress wave propagation is calculated as 1,316 m/s. The rock block with cross joints (T6) has a similar force wave propagation pattern as T1 but gradually reduced velocity in the lower half of the rock block (≈823.4 m/s). However, the transversal joint gap in the middle of the rock mass would lead to a 50 μs time delay for the force wave to propagate from the lower to the upper part of the blocks. Due to the damping effect of Figure 2 . Evolution of force chains (series a: a1-a10) and bond breakages (series b: b1-b10) for an initial intact rock block (T1). The thickness of the chains is proportional to the force magnitude. In series b, a red dot is plotted where a bond breaks. The time interval between each figure in a1-a8 (b1-b8) is 10 μs, while it is 100 μs in a8-a10 (b8-b10).
dispersed grains in the joint gap, the force wave propagation in the upper rock block is very slow as shown by the closely distributed wave front curves. This phenomenon is consistent with the experimental observations in Sebastian and Sitharam (2016) . As for the inclined jointed rock (TJ1), the force wave front curves are heavily distorted due to friction and damping in the interconnected joints. The general trend is that the force wave propagates radially upward at a very small velocity. The wave front distorts significantly as it approaches the upper surface where many small fragments exist and collide with the lower large blocks. The mean velocity of stress wave propagation is calculated as 170 m/s.
According to Figure 3 , it is possible to estimate the velocity of the compressive force wave propagation (v p ) within an intact/jointed rock block for each test, as listed in Table 3 . According to the table, the intact rock block has a relatively high force wave propagation velocity (≈1,300 m/s), while the inclined jointed rock blocks have very low bulk velocities (<200 m/s). The lower section of the transversally jointed rock block also has a high velocity (≈1,100 m/), while the upper sections have very low velocities (≈150-225 m/s) due to the friction and damping effects of joints. The force wave propagation velocity in longitudinally jointed rocks is smaller than that in an intact rock and decreases with the number of joints (see results for T4 and T5).
In the current DEM analyses, the estimated force wave velocity of an intact rock block (≈1,300 m/s) matches well the lower bound wave velocity of real coal rocks (≈1,200 to 2,500 m/s for intact coal rocks under wellcontrolled testing conditions; see Krzesińska, 2000; Morcote et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2015) . In addition, according to Pan et al. (2013) , the compressive force wave velocity of rock, v p , can be estimated by a theoretical equation:
where E b and ρ b are the bulk Young's modulus and density, respectively and ν is the Poisson's ratio of coal rock. ρ b can be computed from the sample porosity (n) and dry paticle density (ρ s ) as
Thus, from equation (2) and the parameters listed in Table 1 , v p is calculated as 1,132 m/s, which is close to the numerical value of v p for intact and regular jointed rock blocks obtained in this study. However, heavily prejointed rock blocks exhibit very low wave velocities (<200 m/s). Note. For transversally jointed rock block, the force wave velocity is different for each subdomain (b = bottom subdomain; m = middle subdomain; u = upper subdomain). See Figure 1 for the rock block geometry.
The corresponding evolution of contact forces within the rock block can also be analyzed for each test (here only T1, T6, and TJ1 are shown as representative tests. Results of the other tests can be found in the supporting information), as shown in Figure 4 . In the current analyses, the rock block has been subdivided into six equidimensional subdomains along the longitudinal direction, with the index S1 to S6 representing the subdomains located from the bottom front to the upper rear regions (see the legend). The average properties of grains can be evaluated in each subdomain (the following analyses will use the same notation). From Figure 4 , it emerges that the mean contact force within the rock block evolves as a series of waves. From the lower front to the upper rear subdomains, the peak contact force decreases slightly, due to frictional dissipation, plastic deformation, and the discontinuities within the granular matrix. However, the uppermost subdomain exhibits a slight increase of the peak contact force. This is because the downward inertial motion of the upper rock block can also generate force waves when it compresses the lower blocks. The superposition of upward and downward travelling force waves finally results in high peak contact forces. The bottom subdomains (S1 and S2) experience very intense fragmentation at impact, resulting in very strong oscillations of contact forces after the first impact of the block. The upper subdomains exhibit clear periods of damped force evolutions, such as reduced magnitudes (e.g., from 12 to 4) and enlarged periods (e.g., from 4 × 10 À4 to 6 × 10 À3 ), indicating that the rockfall impact can indeed generate a series of transient elastic force waves, and the magnitudes of the subsequent waves decrease quickly due to intensive energy dissipation via friction and damping. The cross-jointed rock block (T6) shows apparent discontinuity of force wave transmission at the upper subdomains (e.g., S4, S5, and S6), such that the contact forces increase slowly and no peak force can be observed in the current time range. As for TJ1, the contact forces increase slowly, and their magnitude decreases progressively from the bottom to the upper subdomains. The increasing rate of contact force is much smaller than that observed in regularly jointed rock blocks (T1 and T6). In fact, the highly jointed rock structure effectively damps the granular dynamics and contact intensity. 
Evolution of Rock Damage and Energy
The impact-induced fragmentation also involves energy transfers, which rule fragmentation intensity and fragment dynamics. As discussed in Zhao et al. (2017) , the fragmentation intensity of rock varies under different testing conditions (e.g., loading strain rate and internal discontinuities), as reflected by the values of the damage ratio (D). The damage ratio of each subdomain of the rock block (D (i) ) is defined as the ratio of the number of broken bonds occurring during impact over the initial number of bonds in the subdomain (Thornton et al., 1996) . The potential energy of each subdomain of the rock block is calculated as the summation of the potential energy of each particle, E 
, with I j ¼ 0:4m j r 2 j being the moment of inertia and v j and ω j being the translational and angular velocities of particle j. In addition, the elastic strain energy stored in each particle bond and contact are denoted as E bj and E cj , respectively, as in Zhao et al. (2017) . At any time, the cumulative energy dissipated in each subdomain E i ð Þ diss is calculated as
where Nb i and Nc i are the number of bonds and contacts in subdomain i, respectively. Figure 5a shows the evolution of the damage ratio (D (i) ) for each subdomain of the rock block. According to the plots, it is apparent that rock damage starts immediately after impact, and D (i) can reach a very large value in a short time (e.g., <1 ms). The increasing rate of D (i) becomes smaller going from subdomain S1 to S6 due to force wave transmission and energy dissipation. In all tests, the impact bears a significant influence on the frontal subdomains (S1, S2, and S3), and the damage ratio evolves in a similar way exhibiting very large final stable values (D (i) > 0.7). In subdomain S1, the final damage ratio reaches 1, indicating that the rock in this region has been completely crushed during impact. However, D (i) reduces quickly to smaller than 0.4 in the upper rear subdomains (S5 and S6), because very small elastic stresses reach the upper rear subdomains to break the rock structure. This effect is particularly evident for test T1, so that the final damage ratios of subdomains S5 and S6 are almost the same and remain smaller than 0.1. Since the frontal resistance has been reduced significantly by fragmentation, the upper rock block is translated horizontally by the motion of dispersed grains, undergoing only a very small damage. For test T6, the presence of a transversal joint in the middle leads to an apparent time delay (2.5 ms) and decrease of D (i) in the upper three subdomains. The final stable damage ratio for S5 is negligibly small (<0.03), while it is around 0.15 for S6. This is because the collision of the upper block edge (S6) onto the ground during movement (rolling and sliding) can also cause high damages. The jointed rock (TJ1) exhibits a complete rock fragmentation at subdomain S1 but relatively smaller damage ratio for S2 and S3. This is because the jointed rock mass gets completely disintegrated at impact, reducing contact force transmission upward. As the rock damage ratio is closely related to rock fragmentation intensity, it is also possible to conclude that all the large fragments in the final solid deposits come from the upper subdomains (e.g., S5 and S6) with small D (i) .
Figure 5b shows that the peak kinetic energy (E k (i) ) is almost the same for all tests, while its subsequent evolution varies after the impact. It is apparent that after impact, the lower three subdomains (i.e., S1, S2, and S3) retain a large kinetic energy, which is associated with the long runout of fine fragments. On the contrary, the upper region of the rock block has very small kinetic energy, and thus the final runout distances of
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Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid Earth coarse fragments are short. The upper two subdomains (i.e., S5 and S6) exhibit very small kinetic energy and evolve similarly, indicating that particles in the upper rear region are still bonded together. This feature can be explained by the fine fragments generated at the bottom which act as a cushion layer to effectively reduce the motion of the upper subdomains. Thus, the energy dissipated (E diss (i) ) quickly increase from the bottom to the upper rock subdomains (see Figure 5c ). In Figure 5c , it is also interesting to observe that shortly after impact, the dissipated energy of S1 is slightly larger than that of S2. The transient increase of E diss (1) might result from intensive friction and damping that emerged at the sudden disintegration of the bottom layers. As for the upper subdomains (e.g., S5 and S6), the dissipated energy of S6 is smaller than that of S5 for a short period of time after impact, because the free boundary condition at the rear region allows the rebound of some fragments. However, the granular dynamics is damped quickly, and the subsequent interactions between fragments increase the energy dissipation in S6.
Fragment Distribution Characteristics and Size Spectrum
At the end of the simulation, the distribution of the granular deposits can be plotted in a plan view, as shown in Figures 6 and 9 . For a better visualization, a set of distinct colors are used for different fragments (granular agglomerates consisting of more than 10 particles) and fragmented dispersed particles (light grey). Particles initially dispersed in the joint gaps are colored green. The initial locations of fragments and their sliding directions are plotted on the top of each figure. The overall damage ratio (D) of each rock block during impact is reported at the bottom. The cumulative mass distribution of the Figure 5 . Evolution of (a) damage ratio (D (i) ) and (b) kinetic (E k (i) ) and (c) dissipated (E diss (i) )energy in each subdomain of the intact (T1), regular (T6), and inclined (TJ1) jointed rock blocks. E 0 is the initial potential energy of the whole granular system.
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Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid Earth rock along the path is plotted as a black curve together with its mass center (red dot on the curve). In the analyses, the spreading distance (L C ) of the granular mass center (measured from the slope toe) is
m i l i =M with M being the sum of the mass of all particles and l i being the spreading distance of particle i. The final fragment runout distance (L) is measured as the boundary between 95% and 5% of the deposit mass (i.e., 5% of the fragment mass is spreading ahead of the boundary; see the red lines plotted on the graphs). For all the tests, it is apparent that coarse fragments originating from the upper subdomains (S4, S5, and S6) have very short runout distance, while fine fragments from the lower subdomains (S1, S2, and S3) form the deposit front. The dispersed grains are mainly deposited near the slope toe region where they were first produced and then sheared off by the incoming upper blocks. Figure 6 illustrates that for the intact rock block (T1), the final distribution of fragment size is well graded, due to the uniform impact force/stress wave transmissions within the rock (see Figure 3) . For rock blocks with transversal joints (T2 and T3), a large number of very fine fragments are generated at the bottom frontal region, while only several large fragments originate from the upper block. These results indicate that a considerable amount of impact energy is absorbed by the bottom rock front, with complete disintegration of the rock structure and subsequent transportation of fine fragments far away. However, the middle and upper subdomains receive significantly less impact energy, which results in turn in a large Figure 6 . Plan view of the final granular deposits for simulations with regular joints (T1 to T6). The cumulative mass of the granular system along the path is plotted as black curves. Small images at the top show the relative position of the blocks generated at the impact. The value of damage ratio (D, defined as the ratio of the number of broken bonds to the total bonds of the initial rock block) for each test is labeled at the bottom of the figure. The green particles are originally dispersed in weak zones (joints). The mass center of the granular system is marked by a red dot, while the final runout distance (boundary of 95% granular mass) is marked by a horizontal red line.
Tests on Regularly Jointed Rock Blocks
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Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid Earth portion of medium and large sized fragments with much shorter runout distance (see also the discussion about Figure 5 ). Tests T4 and T5 give rise to fragment size distribution patterns similar to T1, except that the size and shape of large fragments are significantly influenced by the initial joint distributions of the rock block. They also exhibit a more evident distribution of middle size clumps in the frontal part of the deposit. The fragment distribution pattern resulting from T6 could be described as a combination of T2 and T4, in which a large number of very fine fragments and several large fragments can be observed in the plot but with slightly longer runout distances for the large fragments.
The cumulative fragment size distributions (FSD) obtained from the current DEM tests are shown in Figure 7 . In the analyses, the nominal fragment size is defined as d ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi V f =V 0 3 p , with V f being the volume of the largest fragment and V 0 being the volume of the rock block prior to impact. According to the figure, the FSD of intact and jointed rock block tests can be fitted well by a Weibull's distribution function (R 2 ≥ 0.91), with very gentle and steep curvatures at the fine and coarse fragment size ranges, respectively. The only exception occurs at the very coarse fragment size range (e.g., nominal size of 0.5-0.6), where the mass percentage of the largest fragments exhibits a spike. The mismatch of fitting curves with the numerical data might stem from the dominant influence of initial joint orientations on determining the final fragment shapes. In this study, the numerical FSDs were also compared with the experimental results reported in Bowman et al. (2012) for impacts of jointed coal rocks (two or four blocks arranged together, for the tests Frag 1-5, 1-6, 2-2, and 2-3 in their paper) in a centrifuge apparatus and the field observation data in Crosta et al. (2007) . According to the comparison, it can be seen that even though testing method and model size scale are drastically different, the numerical results match experimental and field observations when normalized fragment sizes are employed.
As stated by Bulmer et al. (2005) , Crosta et al. (2007) , and Bowman and Take (2015) , during rock avalanches, the fragment size decreases as a function of sliding distance, and a large amount of fine fragments can be transported to the distal ends. This phenomenon can also be visualized clearly looking at the final fragment deposition in Figure 6 , while a quantitative study can be performed by plotting the FSDs along the deposition path. In our analyses, the final deposits were divided into four equal-sized (30 cm) regions with respect to the length of the horizontal channel (denoted as regions A, B, C, and D from the slope toe to the distal end; see also the inset plot), in which the FSDs of fragments were analyzed, as shown in Figure 8 . It can be seen that more than 80% of solids in region A are very coarse fragments with a nominal diameter larger than 0.5, while also quite a few fine fragments (d < 0.1, P < 10%) exist in this region. The mass of fine fragments is significantly larger in region B (Figure 8b ). In particular, the nominal fragment sizes of deposits in tests T1, T2, and T6 are all smaller than 0.1. However, for tests T3 and T4, the majority of fragments (P > 50%) are larger than 0.2. In regions C and D (Figures 8c and 8d) , the FSD resulting from all tests (except T3) tend to be well graded, with the fragment size becoming gradually smaller (ranging from 0.05 to 0.2). In T3, only very few fine fragments exist at the distal ends, indicating that this joint structure is not efficient at debris transportation during rock avalanching.
Tests on Rock Blocks with Inclined Joints
The final fragment distribution characteristics of the rock blocks with inclined joints simulated in our DEM analyses are reported in Figure 9 . It can be observed that the majority of rock fragments are deposited near the slope toe region, while only a small number of fine fragments reach the sliding front. The spreading distances of the granular mass centers (L C , red dots in the plots) are approximately the same for tests TJ1-TJ6, which are shorter than that of an intact rock block. The final fragment runout distances (L, red lines in the plots) are also smaller than the distances for the regular jointed and intact rock blocks in Figure 6 . In addition, the fragment distribution patterns are determined mainly by the 
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Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid Earth initial joint orientation and spacing and the fragmentation intensity. For rock blocks with steep joint orientations (≥60°, with respect to the block bottom edge; e.g., TJ1 and TJ2), the impact can lead to a small rock damage ratio and a long fragment runout due to the large impulse contact force waves acting on the fine rock fragments. However, rock blocks with gentle joint orientations (≤40°; e.g., TJ6) undergo much higher rock damage, because more particle bonds exist in the impacting region. From test TJ1 to TJ6, the cumulative granular mass curve becomes smoother, showing an increasingly uniform fragment grading. Figure 10 illustrates the FSD results of inclined jointed rock blocks before (solid symbols) and after (hollowed symbols) impact. It can be seen that before impact, the jointed rock block consists of a large number of coarse fragments with varied sizes (d > 0.2, P > 90%). After impact, a large number of fine fragments are produced, leading the FSD curve of each test to shift leftward to the fine size range (d ≤ 0.2, P > 40%). The final FSD of each test can be fitted well by a Weibull's distribution function. Figure 11 illustrates the final fragment size distribution along the horizontal channel. It can be observed that in region A, the FSD curves only shift slightly leftward from the initial ones (see Figure 11a) , indicating a very low rock fragmentation intensity in this region. The coarse fragments with d > 0.2 amount to more than 60% of the solid mass. TJ3 undergoes the smallest damage such that the final FSD curve is very close to the initial one for d > 0.33. In regions B and C, the fragments become finer, and the maximum nominal fragment diameter (d max ) approaches a unique value (d max ≈ 0.19 in B and d max ≈ 0.125 in C). However, TJ1 exhibits a drastically different grading pattern. It has a large number of fine fragments (d < 0.07, P > 30%) and is poorly sorted for coarse fragments (d > 0.11) in region B, while several large fragments (d > 0.1, P > 75%) are found in region C. Poor grading is exhibited in all tests in region D. 
Momentum Boost Effect
According to De Blasio and Crosta (2015) , the horizontal momentum (along the sliding direction) tends to increase suddenly after impact, so that some fine fragmented rock mass are ejected forward by the extra boosted momentum at high speeds. There is obviously no violation of momentum conservation law, because the extra horizontal momentum is taken up by the terrain at the slope break . This effect may largely enhance the fragment runout distance and the resultant destructive power of a rock avalanche. Here, the momentum boost effect has been analyzed for all solids (i.e., dispersed grains and fragments; see Figure 12a ) and pure fragments (see Figure 12b ) in each subdomain of the rock blocks. Figure 12a shows that except for S4 in T6 and S6 in T1, a net momentum gain (boost) occurs for each subdomain in all tests. The subdomains undergoing very small or negative momentum gains at impact exhibit a very short runout distance for some large fragments (see also the discussion on Figure 5 ). Subdomain S2 undergoes the largest boosted momentum in each test, so that the produced fine fragments and dispersed grains in this region can travel long distances. As for subdomain S1, the sudden impact destructures the rock mass into dispersed grains with significantly constrained dynamics by the subsequent motion of the upper rock blocks. Thus, the momentum boost effect in this region is not significant. This result indicates that the two Figure 10 . Fragment size distribution (FSD) curves for tests on rock blocks with inclined joints. The FSDs of each test after impact are represented by hollowed symbols and fitted by the Weibull function with the fitting parameters listed in the figure. The initial FSD data of rock blocks with inclined joints are represented by solid symbols and bounded by two Weibull distribution curves (black dashed curves). In the Weibull fit, d c is the characteristic particle size; R 2 is the adjusted coefficient of determination. Figure 9 . Plan view of the final granular deposits for tests on rock blocks with inclined joints. The cumulative mass of the granular system along the path is plotted as a black curve. Small images at the top show the initial joint configurations. The green particles are originally dispersed in the joint gaps. The mass center of the granular system is marked as a red dot, while the final runout distance (boundary of 95% granular mass) is marked as a horizontal red line.
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Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid Earth frontal subdomains (S1 and S2) of a rock block can absorb the majority of impact energy, producing a large number of highly energetic fine fragments and dispersed grains. Among all tests, T1 exhibits the largest peak boosted momentum in subdomain S2.
According to the aforementioned findings, the momentum boost effect is not significant for dispersed grains due to intensive friction and damping effects. Thus, they can only travel very short distances. Since the major Figure 4 , and the index of each sublayer is labeled close to the data points.
destructive power of rock avalanches comes from the highly energetic and far-reaching fragments, it is necessary to analyze the momentum boost effect of fragments in each subdomain, as shown in Figure 12b . It can be observed that the momentum boost ratio of fragments decreases sharply from the bottom frontal to the upper rear subdomains. The maximum momentum boost ratio of fragments occurs for subdomain S1. By comparing Figures 12a and 12b , it can be seen that the dispersed grains in S1 significantly reduce the momentum boost effect of the frontal subdomains. Even though small masses have very high potential of being ejected at impact, the intensive friction and constraints from neighboring masses can strongly reduce their motion. For TJ1, a large amount of dispersed grains can be produced after the impact due to the weak rock structure, reducing the overall momentum boost ratio in all subdomains significantly (see Figures 12a  and 12b ). The overall momentum boosts of the whole granular system and fragments for each test are listed in Table 4 . The results show that the inclined jointed blocks (TJ series, heavily fragmented) tend to have smaller momentum boost of the whole granular system than the regular jointed blocks (T series). This is as expected, because the high friction and damping effects exist in the bulk solid deposits of heavily jointed rock blocks after impact. However, on average, they exhibit larger momentum boost of the fragments than the T series, because of the smaller size and higher mobility of each fragment. For tests on the T series, the low mobilized coarse fragments can reduce the overall momentum boost significantly. It should be noted that the momentum boost effect is significant for the frontal fine fragments, while it can be negligibly small or even negative for the large blocks at the tail. As a result, the majority of solid masses (large fragments) were deposited near the slope toe region (see Figures 6 and 9) , as also observed experimentally in Bowman et al. (2012) and Bowman and Take (2015) .
According to the discussions above, the fine fragments originating from the lower regions may have longer runout distances than the larger ones from the upper regions of the rock block (see Figure 5 ). This phenomenon indicates that fragments of various size (mass) maintain different kinetic energy after the impact, influencing the final runout distance. In the current analyses, the kinetic energy density of a specific fragment is defined as
where N f is the total number of particles forming the fragment. Here only the translational velocity is considered in the calculation because it controls the final fragment runout distance. Figure 13 shows the kinetic energy density of different fragments 2.5 ms after impact when the majority of fragments had been produced. The fine fragments normally exhibit very high kinetic energy, while the larger ones maintain very small energy (e.g., for [m] > 0.02, [e] is smaller than 0.2). Even though there is some considerable scatter for these data points, the general trend holds true as indicated by the two regression lines on the graph. Since the small fragments can normally gain extra kinetic energy (momentum) at impact, they can run long distances (see also the discussions on Figures 6 and 9 ), as do some fly rocks during rockfalls and rock avalanches. These events are characterized by high velocity and low-angle trajectories. In the shaded area, the fine fragments exhibit very small kinetic energy density, because of either high energy dissipation (e.g., TJ1) or the barrier effect of large fragments T1  T2  T3  T4  T5  T6  TJ1  TJ2  TJ3  TJ4  TJ5 (e.g., T1 and T6). In addition, under the current model configuration, the presence of lateral confinement can constrain the lateral motion of fragments, so that large fragments are mainly deposited near the slope toe region. However, in unconfined conditions fragments can spread laterally in a subcircular fan-like pattern, with shorter runout distances .
Rock Damage Intensity and Avalanche Runout
The rock avalanche process involves intensive interactions between the rock mass and the ground/slope, leading to abrupt fragmentation at impact. Even though the first impact can be dominant, it should be noted that the subsequent impacts and collisions between fragments can also generate new force chains travelling within the fragmented rock blocks, leading to further crack propagations and rock damages (see Figure 5a ). As stated by Bowman et al. (2012) , the prejointed rock blocks may result in much lower damage intensity than the intact ones. This phenomenon is as expected because the jointed rock blocks with smaller individual block size can have much lower breakage potentials due to their high strength and integrated structure (Hardin, 1985) . In addition, the natural coal rock blocks used in Bowman et al. (2012) experiments would inevitably contain some defects (e.g., microfractures or joints), and the probability of this kind of defects increases with block size. Therefore, analyses of rock fragmentation based on the fragment size distribution (see Bowman et al., 2012; Hardin, 1985) are not able to consider the disintegration of the internal microscopic rock structure with different initial block arrangements.
The current study attempted a detailed analyses of rock fragmentation using the so-called rock damage ratio (D, see the definition in section 3.2), which is also associated with the final runout distance (L C and L). This parameter is useful for evaluating the potential destructive power of a rock avalanche event . For rock blocks with preexisting joints (e.g., the regular and inclined joints), the initial debonding of particles within the joint gaps can be considered as the initial rock damage (D ini , calculated as the ratio of the number of debonded to the initial number of bonds of an intact rock block). This parameter quantifies the initial damage intensity of a jointed rock mass. Figure 14a shows that the final rock damage ratio (D) increases with D ini following approximately linear relationships. This trend indicates that jointed rock blocks are very susceptible to impact-induced fragmentation, because the stresses taken up per particle bond increases with D ini ; that is, fewer bonds exist to resist the disintegration of the rock structure. For T2, T3, and T6, the alignment of individual rock fragments along the sliding direction causes the upper fragments to roll over the underlying ones after impact. Thus, the subsequent rapid sliding and collision of the upper fragments with the ground can lead to higher damage ratios than T1. This effect is particularly evident for tests on rock blocks with inclined joints where the fragments running towards the front get heavily crushed. However, T4 and T5 exhibit smaller final rock damage ratios than the other tests, indicating that rock blocks with longitudinal joints can effectively resist impact-induced fragmentation. 
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Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid Earth runout distance of the fragment mass center increases with D for both intact and regularly jointed rock blocks (T series), while it remains constant for rock blocks with inclined joints (TJ series). In general, the T series rock blocks show much longer runout distance than the TJ series rock blocks due to their high momentum boosts for fine fragments in the bottom subdomains (see the discussion about Figure 12 ). The only exception is for test T3 in which the fragment runout follows the same trend as TJ series tests exhibiting short fragment runout distances. It should be noted that the obtained numerical results are contrary to the generally accepted experimental and numerical results on intact rock masses in which the rock avalanche frontal runout distance (L) increases with the rock damage intensity (see Bowman et al., 2012; Bowman & Take, 2015; Zhao et al., 2017) . The current study shows that the deposits of heavily jointed rock blocks can only spread over short distances, while the deposits of intact rock masses can reach the distal ends of the sliding path. The difference originates mainly from the way the runout distance is measured. In Bowman et al. (2012) , an "interpreted length of runout" was defined to delimit the boundary between the bulk of solid material and the frontal saltating particles. This approach was reasonable in their experimental analyses because the bulk rock deposits were found close to the slope toe so the "true front" boundary can be easily identified. However, the identification of the runout length is somehow subjective, and it is not straightforward to estimate the destructive potential of a rock avalanche. In fact, the energy and momentum carried by a certain amount of granular mass at the sliding front are always of concern (Utili et al., 2015) . Therefore, in this study, the fragment spreading distance defined as the boundary for 95% of granular mass can yield reasonably quantitative and consistent analyses among various simulations. In addition, from the numerical simulations, it emerges that the complete fragmentation of jointed rock blocks produces a thick layer of dispersed grains at the bottom which can to some extent lubricate the fragment motion but also significantly absorb a large portion of kinetic energy of the incoming rock fragments. Thus, the subsequent dynamic motion of large fragments is reduced significantly, resulting in short runout distances.
Model Size Effect
The small dimensions adopted in the present study allow to investigate the influence of rock block size on rock fragmentation. When applying the current work to field studies, the question arises about to what extent small-scale experiments/simulations are representative of field observations. In fact, many researchers have discussed the influence of model size on the mechanical response of a rock mass, and concluded that rock strength decreases with model size (Ayatollahi & Akbardoost, 2014; Duan et al., 2007; Morel, 2008) . In general, high-impact loading strain rates and fracturing stresses can be obtained from small rock samples (Bindiganavile & Banthia, 2006; Grady & Kipp, 1985; Zhang & Zhao, 2014) . In this study, the numerical intact/jointed rock blocks considered have a maximum length of 0.196 m, which is significantly smaller than natural rock slopes (approximately 10-500 m). However, the use of augmented gravity and weak coal rock material in our numerical simulations ensure realistic stress and strain states for the simulated rock avalanche. In addition, the effect of frontal block fragmentation on the landslide deposit and its internal subdivision could help understand some of the large rockfall, rockslide, and rock avalanche deposits found in nature. Therefore, although simplified, the numerical model adopted provides meaningful insights into the fragmentation behavior of rock slopes, especially regarding some of the changes exhibited by solid microstructure and fragment dynamics during fragmentation.
Conclusions
This paper presents DEM investigations of the impact-induced fragmentation of jointed rock blocks during rockslide avalanches. In the DEM model, the intact rock blocks were generated by employing breakable parallel bonds to cement an assembly of densely packed spherical particles, while joints were generated by debonding particles in specific regions of the blocks. In this approach, the dynamic fragmentation and trajectories of rock blocks, such as internal force wave transmission, rock damage, energy dissipation, and fragment distribution characteristics, were captured successfully.
The sudden impact of a sliding rock block against an obstacle with a change in moving direction generates a series of force waves travelling radially from the bottom frontal to the upper rear regions of the rock block. The elastic force wave propagation velocity decreases with the initial joint frequency. In particular, rock blocks with inclined joints exhibit very small force wave propagation velocities (<200 m/s)
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Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid Earth due to the damping effect of joints and an extremely weak solid structure. The large contact forces mainly concentrate at the bottom region generating a large number of fine fragments, while very small contact forces reach the upper part of the block producing several large fragments. In addition, the bottom frontal regions exhibit higher kinetic energy than the upper subdomains due to energy dissipation and momentum boost effect occurring at impact, leading to long runout distances for the fine fragments. For various tests, the final rock damage ratio increases, while the runout distance decreases with the increase of initial fragmentation intensity. The final fragment size distribution of intact and jointed rock blocks tends to be well graded, following a Weibull's distribution, and match well the experimental and field observations.
